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Abstract
Energy management through power control in wireless ad

hoc networks has a serious hidden terminal problem called
POINT, which is caused by the varied interference range
induced by the controlled transmission power. Current re-
searches that solve the POINT problem are inefficient as they
either increase the energy consumption, or degrade the net-
work performance through prohibiting effective data trans-
missions or leading to collisions in some scenarios. This
work presents IRPC, a novel protocol to solve the POINT
problem completely. IRPC makes the data packet transmit-
ted at the required minimum power. Meanwhile, it makes the
interference range of each link covered by the CTS trans-
mission but without increasing CTS’s transmission power,
through utilizing a signature detection method. It also makes
CTS carry the information of interference range, according
to which other nodes can determine whether they are outside
the interference range of the ongoing link and can initiate
data transmissions, so as to permit effective transmissions
and avoid collisions.

1 Introduction
As nodes are always battery-powered in wireless ad hoc

networks, it is a critical issue to manage the energy consump-
tion efficiently to increase the network lifetime. Power con-
trol is a well-known method to decrease the nodes’ energy
consumption through decreasing the transmission power to
a designed value. Designing power control mechanisms has
attracted much research interest recently.

The basic power control mechanism [1] makes use of
RTS/CTS exchanges: RTS and CTS are transmitted at the
maximum power Pmax, while data and ACK are transmitted
at the necessary minimum power Pmin, which just makes the
received data packet’s SINR value above a threshold. This
mechanism suffers from a serious POINT (power control in-
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Figure 1. The POINT problem and the concept of IRPC
protocol.

duced hidden terminal) problem, as the interference range
dIR of one link T → R changes with the data transmission
power Pmin. When Pmin decreases, dIR is enlarged. As a re-
sult, one node that is originally outside dIR of the link be-
comes locating inside dIR of this link, and will interfere with
this link’s data transmission.

Some researchers propose to improve the power control
mechanisms to combat the POINT problem, such as pre-
dicting collisions and preventing them [2], increasing the
transmission power of CTS to make its transmission range
larger than dIR [3], and so on. These schemes either do not
solve the POINT problem effectively, or prohibit some effec-
tive data transmissions. Recently, an ARPC protocol [4] is
proposed to combat this problem through making the inter-
ference range of one link within the maximum coverage of
both the data’s carrier sense range and the CTS’s transmis-
sion range. However, the required data transmission power
in this protocol is much larger than Pmin, thus results in a
higher energy consumption. Meanwhile, it still cannot solve
the POINT problem efficiently when the packet size is large
and transmitter-receiver distance is long.

In this work, we will propose a novel Interference-Range-
based Power Control (IRPC) protocol to minimize the data
transmission power, avoid collisions and increase concurrent
transmissions, so as to improve the network performance.

2 IRPC Design
The Overview of IRPC The basic idea of IRPC is to let
the interference range dIR of the ongoing link always cov-
ered by the CTS transmission but without increasing the CTS
transmission power. We propose to accomplish it through
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Figure 2. The CTS frame format.

utilizing a signature detection method in the physical layer,
which has already been used in [5] to detect known signals
under low SINR environments. As the signature’s detection
range dS is large enough to cover dIR in all situations, IRPC
can combat the POINT problem effectively. As shown in
Figure 1, the POINT problem occurs when the data trans-
mission power Pt changes from Pt1 to Pt2, the node T ′ that is
outside dIR in Figure 1(a) becomes within dIR in Figure 1(b).
However, IRPC can combat this problem as T ′ is within dS

and can detect CTS correctly to keep silence. Meanwhile,
as dS can cover dIR in all cases, T can always use Pmin to
transmit data packets.

Besides avoiding interference, another concern in the
power control mechanism is to enable concurrent transmis-
sions to increase the network throughput. As shown in Fig-
ure 1(b), T ′ should be prohibited to transmit packets when
the interference range is dIR2. However, in the case of dIR1 in
Figure 1(a), it can have the opportunity to transmit packets
as its transmission will not interfere with the ongoing link
T → R. In this paper, we make CTS carry the information
of the interference range, so that the neighboring nodes that
receive CTS can figure out whether they are within or out-
side the interference range of the ongoing link, so as to make
proper channel access decisions.

Signature Detection To make CTS detected through
the signature detection method1, we let the CTS message be
filled with signatures, which are known bit sequences and de-
signed to carry the control information. After receiving the
signatures, one node will detect them by doing cross corre-
lation between each known sequence and the incoming sig-
nal. If a high correlation result appears, the known sequence
that carries some specific information is determined to be in
the incoming signal. This method can detect signatures un-
der very low SINR environments. As the signature detection
range dS is very large, the condition dIR < dS can be always
held in the network.

CTS Message Design We design a new CTS frame for
the IRPC protocol to make CTS carry the needed informa-
tion, and make some information detectable by the signa-
ture detection method. As shown in Figure 2, we add three
new fields for the standard CTS frame: (1) Pmin that car-
ries the Pmin value for the transmitter, (2) IR(S) that carries
the dIR value of this link for the neighboring nodes, and (3)
NAV(S) that carries the duration of the data transmission for
the neighboring nodes. The Pmin field is in the MAC layer
and will be decoded normally by the transmitter. Both IR(S)
and NAV(S) fields are in the physical layer and filled with
signatures, so as to be detected by the neighboring nodes
through the signature detection method even when the nodes
are out of the transmission range of the CTS transmitter.
Here we omit detailed design for the three fields due to page
limit.

1The details of the signature detection method can be found in [5].

IRPC MAC Process We use Figure 1 as an example to
illustrate the procedure of IRPC MAC protocol:

When T intends to transmit data packets to R, the trans-
mission is permitted as there is no ongoing link. It then trans-
mits RTS at power Pmax to initiate the data transmission. Af-
ter receiving the RTS successfully, R will first accomplish the
new CTS message and then broadcast it at power Pmax. After
detecting CTS successfully, T will begin to transmit the data
packet at the power value Pmin carried in CTS.

For the other nodes around this link, such as T ′ in Fig-
ure 1, it will detect the signatures in the IR(S) and NAV(S)
fields through the signature detection method, then transform
them into dIR value and NAV time. Only if it is within dIR

of this link, it should update its NAV state. That means, T ′

should update its NAV state in the case of Figure 1(a), but
should not in the case of Figure 1(b).

During the data transmission of T → R, when T ′ intends
to transmit data packets to another node R′, it will first check
whether its NAV state is zero. If the NAV state is zero, it can
transmit a RTS at power Pmax to initiate the data transmis-
sion. Otherwise, it should wait until the end of the transmis-
sion T → R.

3 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a new power control protocol

named IRPC to combat the POINT problem in wireless ad
hoc networks, so as to both improve the network perfor-
mance and decrease its energy consumption. IRPC makes
nodes transmit data packet at the needed minimum power
to minimize the energy consumption. Meanwhile, it makes
the interference range of one link covered by its CTS trans-
mission, through utilizing a signature detection method. It
also makes CTS carry the information of interference range,
based on which all the other nodes can make proper deci-
sions to permit effective data transmissions and avoid colli-
sions.
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